
Hello everyone.  I'm Eddie Young and Owens nephew.  I speak today from the Young side of the 
family ie. Myself, Elaine, Les and our respectives partners & kids plus everyone that calls Owen their 
favourite Uncle. 
 
I grew up with Owen, firstly in Norfolk St in Ponsonby and then in St Heliers together with our 
Grandmother & the family.  Owen as he was born in NZ was closer to me in age being only 9 years 
older than his own brother, my Dad where there was a 18 year age gap.  So we had a natural bond 
and for me as the first & oldest kid, he was my big brother and mentor in my younger days.  It was 
his career as an architect that inspired me to become one despite the blank looks on my Selwyn 
College vocational guidance advisor.  Seriously in those days, architecture was seen as a mysterious 
& surreal profession where a few lines in a 3B pencil on the back of a napkin would somehow 
conjure up a multimillion dollar hi-rise building clad in shiny glass and marble.  But I always 
wondered how Owen got into architecture - it may have been his almost obsessive capacity for 
knowledge and boundless curiosity which meant that Owen could hold fort on virtually any topic. 
And he did so in a way that made others feel good. 
 
His interests were wide.  But they were also genuine and deep. He would read a complete record 
jacket cover giving a brief overview and from that he would internalize the history and context of the 
write-up sufficient to be able to describe it to someone else.  And then he would veer off on a 
tangent that pique his curiosity and that would take him off in further discovery and further tangents 
and further discoveries, until he'd built an impressive and comprehensive understanding of some 
random but interesting subject 
 
But it wasn't his knowledge that made us love him. It was that he carried a large piece of each of us 
inside him.  He was a master at divining what interested each of us whether it was Rugby & Lydia Ko 
with myself & Les or Tennis & Cycling with Elaine, Singapore & Asia with Briggy and classical & 
country music with John. Ultimately this profound curiosity served to deepen his own understanding 
of those interests, which gave him genuine connection with everyone. 
 
Growing up with Owen was an experience in relationships and in particular with Grandma who by 
nature was typically Chinese and had a worrying nature.  I always remembered her waiting at the 
back door waiting for Owen to come home and the blazing arguments that ensued.  It didn’t get 
better when Owen bought a motorbike and then came cycling.  The volume got louder especially 
after 2 accidents.  I dare say that she was probably waiting for him at the pearly gates to give him 
her 2 cents worth! 
 
And then there was the hi-fidelity phase where he become an authority on all things audiophile! 
I still remember his almost orgasmic excitement when he described the momentous upgrade in 
sound when he changed  
the oil in the Linn LP12 spindle and then the amazing big horn speakers which would fill almost half 
the lounge.  And who can forget his eclectic record collection which included Lucinda Williams, 
Emilou Harris & Elvis Costello of which one of his favourite was the Punch the Clock album with Elvis 
collaboration with Burt Bacharach.  Of course all of this descended onto us kids and peaked our 
interest in music played on decent hifi equipment although not to his level but he was always there 
to offer audio advice.   



 
Growing up, I can remember his cars from an old Austin A30 to an original Mini Cooper S and sitting 
in the drivers seat pumping the brake pedal while he bleeded the brakes.  It was all a bit boring but it 
cemented the bond between us.  And then came cycling and we all learnt the iconic and famous 
cycling names – Merckx, Hinault, Lemond and then the bikes & their components – Campagnola, 
Shimano, Pinarello which was Owen’s favourite bike.  He had also had a Bianchi and another 
Pinarello and clearly loved Italian componentry which included Alfa Romeo cars.  
I recall a fond memory when YC, my brother in law from Perth (another cycling enthusiast) visited 
and a friend lent YC a bike made by Look.  Owen offered to take YC on a bike ride and immediately 
noticed the handle bar head stem which Owen said was quite rare to find but it demonstrates his 
level of knowledge almost to a obsessive level.   
 
He would use his search for knowledge mostly in humour.  Like the time he loudly baited Auntie Una 
on some new Australian policy that touched on the trans-Tasman rivalry, and Una jumping in with 
both feet to defend it until she realized she was being had – just the reaction he wanted.   
 
It hurts to say goodbye to you Sook but you’ve touched us all and we can count ourselves lucky to 
have known you.  You’re gone now doing what you loved but will be forever remembered and loved. 
 
Rest in peace Owen. 
 
Thank you 
 
 
 
 
 


